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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brief background on motivation for investigating Skype for audio recording:Case manager and recording application initially developed for a group of remote telephone interviewers (working from home or office throughout the US) using analog or digital telephones to make calls and recording devices connected to the telephone handset or wall jack. Found that this setup produced varying quality of recorded audio. Audio problems include: static from group loop hum and/or unbalanced volume from caller between & callee.Purpose of the audio recording in this particular project is not for verification and falsification detection. If that were the goal, we would advise considering having the presence of audio recording unbeknownst (or at least the timing of the start/stop unbeknownst) to the interviewer.	NOTE: Skype™ is one of many VOIP providers. References to Skype™ in this presentation are not an endorsement of the company or its products and/or services.Say “Install software” vs. “client”Mix-up use of “recent work”, “experience”, “current project”
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Agenda

 Audio Recording in Survey Research

 Challenges of Telephone Audio 
Recording

 VOIP as an Alternative

 Skype™: Advantages & Challenges

 Integrating Skype™ with Recording 
Software

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Head-ups up on acronyms:VOIP – voice over internet protocolPSTN – public switched telephone networkPOTS – plan ole telephone servicePSTN = Public Switched Telephone Network which is owned and operated by the telephone company delivers POTS = Plain Ole Telephone Service to you with their copper lines.
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Audio Recording in Surveys

 Data Quality Assurance

–Check data entry error or 
inconsistent response

–Questionnaire item effectiveness

–Enables inter-rater reliability study

 Interviewer Monitoring

–Performance Feedback

–Verification & Detect Falsification 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Computer audio-recorded interviewing (CARI) – “…potent tool for deterring and detecting falsification, providing performance feedback and enabling study of questionnaire item effectiveness.” from The Evolution of Audio Recordings in Field Surveys, http://surveypractice.org/2008/12/19/audio-recording/, M. Rita Thissen, Sept. 2008http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inter-rater_reliability - degree of agreement among staff coding responses while reviewing audio files – in turn used to rate their performanceConcentrating on telephone interviewing… but also used in-person
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The problem with traditional telephone…
“Go into any office supply and pick up the 
cheapest pocket micro cassette recorder you can 
find. With all its hiss, distortion, flutter, and narrow 
bandwidth, its still far better than any recording 
you’ll make over the telephone line. The fact is, 
that telephone audio quality is much worse than it 
was just 10 years ago.” 

Joe Klinger, Audio Engineer  (2006)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reduced phone audio quality due to: propagation of cell phones, Low cost long distance carriers,internet telephony compressionhttp://www.jkaudio.com/assets/pdf/JKAudio.com_TechReport_Recording_Interviews.pdfhttp://www.jkaudio.com/article_28.htm
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– Difficult to balance levels without expensive 
equipment and additional processing

Challenges in Telephone Audio Recording

 “Narrow pipe”

 Bandwidth-reduction

 Recording devices

 Ground loop hum (hiss, buzz)
 Volume leveling

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“…noise floor consists not only of AC power hum and noise, but also the noisy lower bits of non-linear encoding algorithms. Your bandwidth had been limited to 3.4 kHz, just wide enough to carry on an intelligible conversation… person … is probably talking into a 20 cent microphone element … (a very narrow clogged rusty pipe) … “my telephone calls don’t sound that bad” … listening to the call over a bandwidth limited, dynamic compressed earpiece... Replace that earpiece with full fidelity headphones and an amplifier and you’ll hear things you’ve never heard before.” “Joe Klinger, Audio Engineer - http://www.jkaudio.com/assets/pdf/JKAudio.com_TechReport_Recording_Interviews.pdfDifferent telephone providers use different equipment and different compression schemes that impact audio qualityHearing range: 0.02kHz - 20kHz (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hearing_range)2 basic types of phone recording devices - Standard handset or wall jack typically cannot record both ends of the conversation seperately; neither are great;When we record phone calls, two of the most common problems with the audio recordings are:hissing, buzzing associated with electrical signal and grounding issues; these become worse when we try to increase volume. Ground loop hum - http://www.epanorama.net/documents/groundloop/Imbalance in the voice volume levels; while some recording devices do allow for recording the caller and receiver on separate channels, they are expensive and require significant post-recording processing to hear the entire conversation. Uncontrollable factors inherent in traditional telephone system make recording phone calls a challenge. Phone connection quality can varyPhysical condition of telephone wiresTelephones themselves vary in quality Cell phone use is on the rise – many households now are cell phone only. Because of unpredictability of cellular network, can be difficult to record calls made to cell phones.
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VOIP as an alternative

 Audio transmitted data packets over 
internet vs. PSTN electrical signals

 Codecs code/decode audio to/from 
digital signals

 Audio quality function of data/packet 
transmission

 Firewalls can slow, block packets

 No humming, buzzing associated 
with electrical signals & grounding 
issues on VOIP calls

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Voice Over Internet Protocol (VOIP) has emerged as alternative to public switched telephone network (PSTN) due to faster processing speeds of computers and the spread of high speed internet access. (PSTN = Public Switched Telephone Network which is owned and operated by the telephone company delivers POTS = Plain Ole Telephone Service to you with their copper lines.)VOIP holds potential as a “wide pipe”Codecs convert audio to/from digital signals for transmission over the internet (TCP/IP=Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol)Many VOIP providers out thereVOIP Audio quality – f(n) of data/packet transmission speed over the internet (which can vary)Firewalls can slow, block packet transmissionhttp://reseller.tmcnet.com/topics/wideband-audio/articles/46000-voip-sound-better-than-pots.htm…there is no question that theoretically VoIP can sound better than POTS because you can use wideband codecs (what Polycom calls HD Voice). On the other hand, when audio packets are delayed or lost, the call quality deteriorates radically. Circuit switched calls almost never suffer from delay or loss, but IP networks are prone to both.http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmission_Control_Protocol - TCP/IP - Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is one of the core protocols of the Internet Protocol Suitehttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Codec - A codec is a device or computer program capable of encoding and/or decoding a digital data stream or signal.[1][2][3][4] The word codec is a portmanteau of 'compressor-decompressor' or, more commonly, 'coder-decoder'. A codec (the program) should not be confused with a coding or compression format or standard – a format is a document (the standard), a way of storing data, while a codec is a program (an implementation) which can read or write such files. In practice "codec" is sometimes used loosely to refer to formats, however.
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What is Skype™?

 Calls to cell phones, landlines or Skype™ users

 Significant growth in recent years – in 2010 reported 
to SEC 124 million users/month*

 Skype Manager™ - business version recently 
released allows for centralized software versioning 
and account management

 Skype™ is a VOIP 
system first released in 
2003 using peer-to-
peer network 
architecture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NOTE: Skype™ is one of many VOIP providers. References to Skype™ in this presentation are not an endorsement of the company or its products and/or services.Mention free APIMention beta API that provides more transparent interaction with Skype™http://www.nytimes.com/2010/08/10/technology/10skype.html?hpwhttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skype
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Skype™: Advantages

 Higher Quality 
audio

 Free API allows 
recording caller & 
receiver separately

 Security
– End-to-end 

encryption of data 
with 256 bit AES 
encryption keys

 Low-Cost
– Free software, 

accounts, “unlimited” 
“Skype-to-Skype” calls

– “Skype-Out” calls incur 
small fee; per minute or 
monthly

 Minimal hardware
– Computer/device  

w/Mic.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1st 2 bullets point toward audio quality (dependent on packet transmission)Codecs provides “wide” pipe, no ground loop hum, balanced volumeFree to public application programming interface (API)Software can automatically or manually merge the two sides of the conversation into one file for playback.Skype™ uses AES encryption: http://www.skype.com/intl/en/security/detailed-security/  …    http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skype_securityAES - standard internationally recognized and accepted encryption“Skype to Skype” calls are those made to other Skype™ users (end-to-end internet calling)“Skype-Out” calls are those to landline or cell phone numbers (can be both domestic and international) incur a small fee (either a per/minute “pay as you go” or a monthly subscription plan which are  far less expensive than traditional telephone charge). 2.3 cents/min, $3/mo unlimited in US + Canada, $8/mo unlimited North America, $14/mo unlimited world (40 countries). Skype™ requires minimal hardware, at minimum internet connected computer with a microphone (headsets are handy). Skype™ calls can also be made from some smart phones and web enabled devices
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Skype™: Challenges

 Internet connection speeds can vary 

 “Last mile” over POTS or cellular 
network could degrade audio quality

 Firewalls

 Dependence on single provider

 Will low calling rates continue in the 
future?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-If internet connection speed is slow, packet transmission will be slow, which means that audio can sound garbled or calls can be “dropped”In a telephone interviewing scenario, the “last mile” is over a traditional telephone or cellular network which can have a negative impact on audio quality therefore VOIP not always better than POTS, especially considering “last mile”Dependence on Skype™ to stay viable, continue maintaining and upgrading software and network. Skype™ states that firewalls should not be a problem for average user, however in enterprise environment where corporate firewalls are in place, users could experience slowdown (which can impact quality)
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 Integrated case manager and audio 
recording application developed for remote 
telephone interviewers using traditional 
telephones for calls

 Recording devices connect to telephone 
handset or wall jack

 Interviewers control recording via software
 Audio files stored locally on encrypted 

laptop and transmitted via internet to RTI

Now an example…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s discuss an example of how Skype™ can be integrated with a pre-existing recording software we developed. -The existing software is an integrated case manager and recording application initially developed for a group of remote telephone interviewers (working from home or office throughout the US) who would be using analog or digital telephones to make calls and recording devices connected to the telephone handset or wall jack, -Interviewers accessed the internet via the application using encrypted laptops provided by the project (to obtain case load & xmit recorded audio files back to RTI)-Protocol – users call respondent, obtain recording permission, click start recording button…-Audio files are stored locally on the laptop hard drive and when an internet connection is available, automatically transmitted to RTI using web services-In this case, purpose of the audio recording is not for verification and falsification detection. If that were the goal, we would advise considering having the presence of audio recording unbeknownst (or at least the timing of the start/stop unbeknownst) to the interviewer.	-Using Skype’s API interviewers could start/stop recording and/or the application use cues in an instrument to start/atop recording. Some features are available on the web.Original ActiveX – reusable, programming language independent components (COM) DirectX – APIs for handling multimedia tasks>300 LOC for recording
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s a screen shot of the application. Interview cases assigned to an interviewer are listed at the top of the screen with relevant contact information. At the bottom of the screen are the recording controls and metadata fields (automatically filled by the program).  Interviewers must be able to start/stop the recording since they must first gain permission from the respondent to record the conversation. There may be multiple recordings associated with one interview (if the interviewer must pause/stop the recording and then restart – a new audio file is generated).The LAME project, LAME Compression Software, http://lame.sourceforge.net/index.php (used to compress audio files)Because it was designed to reply on POTS, this application is susceptible to all the problems mentioned in the presentation thus far…Discussion point: manual start/stop recording vs. automated
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 Free Skype™ Application 
Programming Interface (API)

– Access to Skype™ objects & events 

– Easy integration with existing 
software

 Back-end programming changes are 
minor

 User Interface stays the same

Integrating Skype™ with Recording Software

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s discuss an example of how Skype™ can be integrated with a pre-existing recording software we developed. -The existing software is an integrated case manager and recording application  initially developed for a group of remote telephone interviewers (working from home or office throughout the US) who would be using analog or digital telephones to make calls and recording devices connected to the telephone handset or wall hack, -Interviewers accessed the application via the internet using encrypted laptops provided by the project.-interviewers could start/stop recording through the web-based software. Audio files are stored locally on the laptop hard drive and pulled back to RTI using web-servicesTime allows, play samples from POTS recordings and VOIP recordings
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Dim oSkype As New Skype() 'Create a Skype object
'Create a Skype call object
Private WithEvents oCall As SKYPE4COMLib.Call = New CallClass()
oSkype.Client.Start(True, True) 'Ensure Skype client is running
oSkype.ChangeUserStatus(TUserStatus.cusOnline) 'Set user online
oCall = oSkype.PlaceCall("555-111-1234“) 'Call to land/cell line
'Check call status
If TCallStatus.clsInProgress = oCall.Status Then

'Save Mic & Callee audio to file
oCall.CaptureMicDevice(DeviceType.DeviceTypeFile) = "mic.wav"
oCall.OutputDevice(DeviceType.DeviceTypeFile) = "callee.wav"

End If

 Original implementation > 300 LOC

 Skype™ API: < 10 LOC needed to record

Skype™ API - VB.NET Example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Original ActiveX – reusable, programming language independent components (COM) DirectX – APIs for handling multimedia tasks>300 LOC for recordingSkypeActiveX (COM)<10 LOC*Caller and callee audio files can (easily) be merged into one file for playback, ease of use.http://www.microsoft.com/com/default.mspx - Microsoft COM (Component Object Model) technology in the Microsoft Windows-family of Operating Systems enables software components to communicate. COM is used by developers to create re-usable software components, link components together to build applications, and take advantage of Windows services. COM objects can be created with a variety of programming languages. Object-oriented languages, such as C++, provide programming mechanisms that simplify the implementation of COM objects. The family of COM technologies includes COM+, Distributed COM (DCOM) and ActiveX® Controls.http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ActiveX - ActiveX is a framework for defining reusable software components in a programming language independent way. Software applications can then be composed from one or more of these components in order to provide their functionality.[1] It was introduced in 1996 by Microsoft as a development of its Component Object Model (COM) and Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) technologies and is commonly used in its Windows operating system, although the technology itself is not tied to it.�(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DirectX -  Microsoft DirectX is a collection of application programming interfaces (APIs) for handling tasks related to multimedia, especially game programming and video, on Microsoft platforms. Originally, the names of these APIs all began with Direct, such as Direct3D, DirectDraw,DirectMusic, DirectPlay, DirectSound, and so forth. The name DirectX was coined as shorthand term for all of these APIs (the X standing in for the particular API names) and soon became the name of the collection.)
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 Status of Skype™ evaluation
 Poor audio quality from POTS
 VOIP is a viable alternative to POTS, 

“Wide pipe”
 Skype™ is a low cost alternative
 Improved recorded Audio quality 

(assuming high-speed connection, low network congestion)

 Free Skype™ API

Conclusion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Status of Skype™ evaluation: proof on concept developed, software under development & field test scheduledPoor audio quality from plain ole telephone service, POTSVOIP is a viable alternative to POTSSkype™ low cost alternative to POTSImproved recorded Audio quality (assuming high-speed connection, low network congestion)Free Skype™ APICARI -> computer audio-recorded interviewingS -> Skype™SCARI -> Skype™ computer audio-recorded interviewing!
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More Information

Charles Loftis
919.485.2777
cloftis@rti.org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation can be downloaded from FedCASIC websiteDiscussion point: manual start/stop recording vs. automated

mailto:cloftis@rti.org�
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Comparing Skype™ vs. POTS
Skype POTS

Software / 
Service

Free Monthly service ~$25-
$35/mo

Usage charges Free – $20/mo. Rates vary
Audio Larger frequency range Smaller frequency range
Security 256 bit AES encryption Wire tapping laws, special 

hardware
Hardware Computer or device 

connected to the internet 
with microphone

Telephone

Connection Dependent on connection 
speed, network traffic

Consistent service

Firewalls Can slow packet 
transmission

N/A

Recording <10 LOC >300 LOC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Possibly add this? Don’t want this presentation to look like an endorsement of Skype™, only an evaluation of Skype™ as alternative to recording telephone interviews over POTS.
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 The big issue: the “narrow pipe” 
and bandwidth-reduction 

 Variation in quality of phone 
connection 

 Physical condition of wires 

 Variation in quality of telephone 

 Recording devices

 Increasing use of cell phones

Challenges in Telephone Audio Recording

Presenter
Presentation Notes
POTS not bad, but presents challenges for audio recording…Another quote from Joe Klinger ….. “Consider a telephone call; the noise floor consists not only of AC power hum and noise, but also the noisy lower bits of non-linear encoding algorithms. Your bandwidth had been limited to 3.4 kHz, just wide enough to carry on an intelligible conversation. Top that off with the fact that the person on the other end of the phone is probably talking into a 20 cent microphone element in their telephone handset (a very narrow clogged rusty pipe). Now you might say “my telephone calls don’t sound that bad”. You must remember that in most cases you are listening to the call over a bandwidth limited, dynamic compressed earpiece in your telephone handset. Replace that earpiece with full fidelity headphones and an amplifier and you’ll hear things you’ve never heard before. Submit this recording for broadcast and everyone will hear he noise.” “Joe Klinger, Audio Engineer - http://www.jkaudio.com/assets/pdf/JKAudio.com_TechReport_Recording_Interviews.pdfHearing range: 0.02kHz - 20kHz (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hearing_range)Uncontrollable factors inherent in traditional telephone system make recording phone calls a challenge. Phone connection quality can varyPhysical condition of telephone wiresTelephones themselves vary in quality  2 basic types of phone recording devices    – Standard handset or wall jack recording devices typically cannot record both ends of the conversation; neither are great; Cell phone use is on the rise – many households now are cell phone only. Because of unpredictability of cellular network, can be difficult to record calls made to cell phones. Different telephone providers use different equipment and different compression schemes that impact audio quality
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Problems with recordings…

 Hissing, buzzing associated with the 
electrical signal gets recorded & is more 
noticeable when we try to amplify the 
sound

 Voice volume level of remote person 
(interview respondents) is significantly 
higher/lower than the caller who is 
recording (interviewer)
– Difficult to balance levels without expensive 

equipment and additional processing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we record phone calls, two of the most common problems with the audio recordings are:hissing, buzzing associated with electrical signal and grounding issues; these become worse when we try to increase volumeImbalance in the voice volume levels; while some recording devices do allow for recording the caller and receiver on separate channels, they are expensive and require significant post-recording processing to hear the entire conversation. 
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